Procedures for the Text-based search for CDU, YYF and TAMI MC suggestions 3 Dec 04

1 STARTING POSITION:
- all current words are already displayed in List A (scrollable)
- all current metadata (first 50 characters) displayed in List B (scrollable)
- all resources and all folders displayed
- WORKSPACE empty
- METADATA space empty

2 TEXT-FREE SEARCHING
- Resources can be located, clicked (or dragged) and displayed in workspace
- Folder names can be clicked (or dragged) and their contents appear in the workspace

3 TEXT-BASED SEARCH
- A Word in List A must be found by
  - fuzzy
  - drop down
  - scroll
  - key-in
- Found word is clicked whereupon:
  - List B is refined so that only metadata containing the clicked word remains
• Resources whose metadata contain the clicked word rise to the top of the pile.
• Metadata space remains empty

To search the metadata in more detail,
• List B can be examined by rolling over the list of first lines, which activates a full box.
• Any line in List B can be clicked and
  • its metadata appears in the METADATA BOX (and can be modified)
  • the resource appears in the workspace